Feedback Analysis for 2018-19 ODD SEM

SN Name of Faculty

Subject
Handling

Sem

Feedba
ck %

Major Strength
analysed from
Feedback

Major
Weakness Root Cause for
analysed from
feedback
Feedback

Plan of action

Department:ISE

1 Lohith Raj S.N

2 Sudhakar.K.N

3 Shilpa Pande

Java and
J2EE

Web
Technology

Cloud
Computing

Teaching Skill,
Subject Knowledge

5

90.17

7

Problem Solving,
88.87 Trying all his
potential

7

87.6

Clear Explanation

Teaching
Concepts also
required

Share with the depatment
Innovative Way faculties the teaching
of Teaching
methodology followed in
class

Nil

Putting
maximum
efforts

Share with the depatment
faculties the teaching
methodology followed in
class

Showing
Demos

Share with the depatment
faculties the teaching
methodology followed in
class

Nil

Less Than 75% - NIL
Department: EEE
1

Divyateja Raju
Saraswathi

2 chaithanya s s

AEC

PSP

3

Interaction with the
student's,
93.29
concept clarity and
explanation

7

Interaction with the
student's,
93.08
way of
communicating

Nil

Attention
toward Slow
Can share his teaching
Learners.Comfo
methodology to others
rtable for
students for

Nil

Comfortable for
students for
Can share her teaching
clearing their
methodology to others
doubts

Remarks

Nil

Comfortable for
students for
Can share her teaching
clearing their
methodology to others
doubts
Excellent
Method of
teaching

Can share her teaching
methodology to others

Nervous

Should be more confident,
Topics are explained a
little slowly

PSP

7

keeping the class
92.97 lively always,
Method of teaching

4 Sanitha Michail C PSA

7

Good teaching
92.63 experience,
Audiblity

Nil

7

way of
74.29
communicating

Not to get
confused

Good teaching,
73.71 good subject
knowledge

More
interaction is
More
required,
interaction is
Communication required,
skills

3 SHAREN

5 RESHMA

6 Ramesh P

7 PRIYANKA

8

TC

E&C

EEM

NITHIYANANT
UEP
HAN

Department:MECH

5

3

7

Explanation of
69.28 concept,

64

knowledgeable

He has to work out on the
methods to improve his
explanation concepts.

To teach slowly
can show more
attention to
slow learners

Should teach
prerequisites
because not
everyone don't
know previous
things.

Should put hard efforts to
make them
understand.Can discuss
with other staff members
who have handled the
subject already.

Need to
improve
teaching
methdology

Need to
implement
some intresting Can discuss with others
teaching
methodology

1 VINAY M N

MOM

2 JOSEPH SAJAN TM

3

5

Mechatroni
3 CHANDAN K R
7
cs

Makes things simple;
Explains in detail;
Interactive; Advisor;
Explains current
Need to be
92.67
trends and gives
more audible
information other
than the subject;
Good notes.

90

Explore possibility of
Concepts made
installing an audio system
simple
in the class rooms

Good explanation;
Friendly;
Nothing as such
Approachable; Good
Approachable
from students
interaction in the
class

Nothing as such

73.66 Clarity in concepts

Slow progress
in completion
of syllabus

Approachable

Speed-up coverage of
course

Fcaulty is handling
for another lab
session as well
68.96
where he has got
more than 80%
feedback

His speech is
the major
complaint.
Application
oriented
teaching needs
to be
inculcated.

The faculty has
been asked to
improve upon
the same.

Will observe his
improvement over this
semester. Personally I will
go and sit in his lab and
see whether the comments
are genuine.

Department:CIVIL

1

Narendra Kumar
F

Department:CSE

BMT Lab

III

1 Kartheek GCR

2 Gopika D

DBMS

CO

3 Apurva Kulkarni J SEC

5

Clear explanation of Nothing
92.31
concepts
specific

3

Good subject
knowledge.
Nothing
91.43
Excellent
specific
communication skills

7

Clear explanation of Nothing
90.97
concepts
specific

5th

Interactive
Teaching.Simplies
94.57 topics,so that
everyone can
understand.

Relating the concepts to
industry application

Real time
examples.
Ontime
completion of
syllabus

Very good
teacher. She
teaches very
Giving realtime examples
well. Puts good
and using creative
effors for
teaching methods
effective
delivery of
concepts

Real time
examples.

Puts good effors
Discussing application of for effective
each concept
delivery of
concepts

Department:ECE

1 Harsha.B.K

2 Vijayalaxmi.A

ITC

MSP 430
Microcontr 5th
oller

Nil

Puts good effors
for effective
delivery of
concepts

Discussing
application of
each concept

Attention
toward Slow
Learners.Comfo
Can share his teaching
rtable for
methodology to others
students for
clearing their
doubts.

Communication
More examples and
Explanation of
Can relate some programs
93.57
should be
Involvement
concepts.Interactive.
with the theory concepts.
solved.
with the
students.

3 Pappa.M

4 Rashmi.K.V

5 Eisha Akansha

6 Sutapa Sarkar

7 Chetan.H

8 Mahesh.S.Gour

MMC

DIP

IOT

EEM

DIP

OS

7th

Explanation,Knowle
92.57 dge about the
Nil
subject.

Understanding
NA
and care.

7th

Interactive teaching
91.62 and explanation of Nil
the concepts.

Hard efforts
towards slow
learners.

7th

91.5

Punctuality.Innovati
Nil
ve way of teaching.

3rd

Method of
91.44 explanation.Amazing Nil
Teaching skills.

Can share her teaching
methodology to others

Clarity of
thought,attentio
n paid towards
slow learners

Good command
in
Can share her teaching
subject.Notes.H methodology to others
ard work

7th

should improve
involvement in
73.71 teaching.Linking
subject to
examinations.

5th

Explanation of
concepts
Should give detailed .Examination First time
73.62 explanation.Use
model
handling this
black board more.
questions
subject.
should be
solved.

Should also
Should be
concentrate
approachable
from the exam
by the students.
point of view.

Should put hard efforts to
make them
understand.Can discuss
with other staff members
who have handled the
subject already.

Manjunath V
9
Gudur

10 Valleti Manohar

AE

AE

11 Sudatta Mohanty PE

3rd

Proper Explanation
of the
73.42
topics.Audibility
should be improved.

No
enthusiasm.Cla
rity of
concepts.

Communication
He has to work out on the
skills.Attention
methods to improve his
towards slow
explanation concepts.
learners.

3rd

Should teach bit
72.98
slow,Louder.

Revision of
Topics,Attentio Clarity in
n toward Slow Explanation
learners.

7th

Should give
more
Should be more clear
importance
about the
towards
69.79 concepts.Takes small
teaching than
things in a very
taking small
serious way.
matters as a
serious issue.

First time
handling this
subject.

Should make them to
understand and more
revision should be given

Should put hard efforts to
make them
understand.Can discuss
with other staff members
who have handled the
subject already.

